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Finally a book on how to audition for
commercials from the actors point of view.
Rand Holdren has booked more than sixty
commercials in a fifteen-year span in Los
Angeles. He freely discusses both his
successes and failures while sharing tips to
help others navigate commercial auditions.
Auditioning for Commercials: What to
Expect helps budding actors improve their
skills and be more productive during their
auditions. Its a complete guide covering
steps such as how to assemble headshots,
navigate the actor-agent relationship,
handle auditions, and prepare once you
book a job. Rand includes checklists in
each chapter to summarize how people can
prepare for each process. He keeps his
advice casual, making his book an easy
read while giving readers the most
complete account of auditioning he can
provide. You wont find a full-scale tutorial
on how to act during an audition, but you
will learn the inner workings of the
commercial audition process so that you
get your best shot at booking a job. Rand
gives an insightful look at the highly
competitive commercial audition landscape
from a successful insiders perspective. This
book is an excellent how-to manual for
anyone trying to break into commercials.
Rand has been performing consistently for
my company, Ross Lacy Casting, for over
12 years. Ross Lacy, Casting Director,
Owner/President of Ross Lacy Casting
The knowledge Rand shares is a highly
useful tool for actors who are starting out
in commercials. Knowing what to expect,
and how to handle the room can make the
difference from being an actor to a working
actor. Steve Wi, Commercial Production,
Owner/Executive
ProducerRaucous
Content Wish this book had been around
when I was cutting my teeth in this
business. You mightve seen me in a
commercial or two and not pedaling khakis
at the GAP. David Anders, Actor, Alias,
Heroes, iZombie
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Insider Tips for Doing Your Best Commercial Auditions - Part 1 Here are her top eight tips for actors who want to
nail an audition for a commercial. Do apply for everything. Even if you dont get the gig, if you How to Audition for
Commercials - YouTube When youre casting a commercial, you become a part of the be an upscale dinner guest at
an upscale restaurant, I dont expect you to come 10 Tips from Commercial Session Directors Backstage Casting:
Top Eight Tips For Nailing An Audition For A Commercial Commercial casting directors often see 200 actors per
role. When commercial casting went from videotape to DVD to uploading auditions on 8 Ways for Kids to Stand Out
at a Commercial Audition Backstage If youre auditioning for a TV commercial, the casting director may start by
asking you to slate, which simply means to state your full name clearly. When you slate Auditioning for Commercials:
What to Expect by Rand Holdren. - eBay When I got to LA, I had quite a few commercials under my belt, but I
knew I dont know how it happens, but auditions always seem to come up Auditioning for an Acting Role: What to
Expect - dummies Commercial work has to be one of the least predictable markets in the know what to expect when
you show up for a commercial audition. 7 Audition Tips for Babies and Toddlers Backstage Lana Veenker, CSA,
ICDN, founder and president of Cast Iron Studios, shares these eight tips on how kids can standout at commercial
Starving Actor Blog: My Audition Routine For Commercial Castings Auditioning for Commercials: What to Expect
helps budding actors improve their skills and be more productive during their auditions. Its a complete guide The 1
Thing Commercial Auditioning Is All About Backstage A commercial audition requires specific skills, so if you
want to be a directors are looking for, what to expect at a commercial casting call and how to use simple 10 Callback
Audition Tips for Actors John Kovacevich Medium Backstage provides awesome commercial audition tips & ways
to stand out. Visit for the most comprehensive & latest casting calls to land that Auditioning for Commercials: What
To Expect - Kindle edition by Casting directors and performers explain how to succeed at auditions for commercials
which be financially and professionally rewarding. The Commercial Audition - How to Audition for Commercials
Editorial Reviews. About the Author. Rand Holdren is a veteran of the commercial acting Auditioning for
Commercials: What To Expect - Kindle edition by Rand Holdren. Download it once and read it on your Kindle device,
PC, phones or 5 Tips for Your Next Commercial Callback Backstage Author of How to Audition for TV
Commercials: From an Ad Agency Point of View, But still, it is a business like any other in Hollywood, and we expect
people Commercial castings are great fun, can take you all over the world and, room when the casting director is
explaining what they expect from you. Tags: actor, Ben Homewood, casting director, commercial, Veep, casting. 5
Things Every Actor Should Know About Commercial Auditions And these tips are for commercial auditions ads
you see on TV ads is your prep and your delivery, and then, whatever happens, happens. Tips for a Better
Commercial Audition - Casting Networks Inc., Los Commercial auditions are challenging for most actors. Audition
material No matter what happens, go with it and adjust quickly. Motivate Out. How To Nail A Commercial Audition NYCastings Audition for a TV commercial by showing up prepared, delivering your lines For example, if you are
auditioning for a commercial that features a mom .. http:///how-to/content/auditioning-for-an-acting-role-what-to-expect.
Preparing For A Commercial Audition - Kim Swanson When in doubt, follow the guidelines below to help your
audition be as the actual commercial to be filmed dont expect the director, producer, casting director How to Succeed
in Commercial Auditions - Acting in London At the start of a commercial audition, your name used to be written on
a small handheld chalkboard, thus the term slate. When you slate Auditioning for Commercials: What To Expect:
Rand Holdren Finally a book on how to audition for commercials from the actors point of view. Rand Holdren has
booked more than sixty commercials in a What to Expect at Commercial Audition - Topic - Backstage forums will
audition for more tv commercials than film or tv drama, unless you are in Remind yourself before you go into the
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audition room whatever happens is a gift. 9 Tips for Commercial Castings - Spotlight - 7 min - Uploaded by
SayconTalksVisit http:// for more tips and behind the scenes info! Check out our Ask Saycon How to Audition for a
TV Commercial: 12 Steps (with Pictures) I have been working in the commercial casting world for about 15 years.
If nothing else happens, I guarantee this one thing will, you will feel none But the process of auditioning for
commercial productions is nutty and But I thought Id share a little bit more about what happens behind the Commercial
Audition Tips Acting Career Advice Backstage
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